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R.C.A. Building on 24th St.Professor T hoina s to Serve
Obtained for.Barucb School As Provost Until End of Year
.

I

By HOWARD MICHAELS
By MARION �OHNSTON
\
The acquisition of the R.C.A. Buil'ding on , TwentyProfessor Samuel F. Thomas was .appointed Prov9st of the Baruch College at the Board
fourth Street between Lexington and Third Avenues ·was
assured earlier this month when the City University Con- of Higher Education meeting held on June 24. Provost Thomas will serve until the end of
struction Fund and the State Dormatory Authority approved the year when, on January 1, 1969, Dr. Robert C. Weaver will be installed as the first
------- ---- - President of the Bernard M. Baruch College.
the purchase.
- ---- --------- -------'--Negotiations for the purchase or prior to the Spring term.
Provost Thomas !las requested�--�-- lease of the building began last
The total cost of the new build- the Board of Higher Education to nomics and Finance, as Dean of to become Chairman of the Market
May at the request of the Board ing and the alterations to both approve seve�·al interim _'appoint- Graduate Studies. While these ap ing Department, he had been left
of Higher Education. The decision buildings is estimated at $6,000,- ments of positions to be held until pointments are not official until without aid. In the normal course
to buy was m:tde in July and ap- 000.00. The funds will come from th'is coming January - Professor approved, approval of them is a of events, without the acquisition
proved by the Board on the 23rd. the City University Construction Andrew Lavender, English Depart- mere matter of ceremony.
The Construction Fund approved Fund and the State Dormitory ment, as Associate Dean-;· Professor
Provost Thomas declared the apRaymond Kestenbaum. Speech De- pointments of Professors Lavender
the action on August 5.
Authority.
In addition to the purchase of
The new building is expected to partment, as Associate Dean; Pro- and Kestenbaum would greatly asthe R.C.A. Building the Board and meet all of Baruch's space needs fessor David Newton, Department sist him in the administration of
the Construction Fund have agreed through the mid-1970's when the of Student Personnel Services, as the college. What with his promo
to provide funds to make needed college's Brooklyn Campus is ex- Dean of Students; Professor Jero- tion and Assistant Dean Henry '
me B. Cohen, Department of Eco- Eilbirt's leaving the De:m's office
changes in the main building in- l)ected to open.
eluding repairs to the elevators.
Provost Thomas has estimated
that the college will need 50 new
classrooms within a short� time.
Thirty of these will be in the
Main Building as offices are con
verted back to classrooms, the
other 20 will be in the R.C.A.
Building.
The second most popular beauty contest on the east cost, the annual Reporter sponThe seven floor R.C.A. Building
has approximately 140,000 square sored Miss Evening Session Contest, is about to start! The selection of the winners will
feet in it. Tentative plans call for take place at the Inter-Club Board, Student Council, Reporter dance at the Starlight Room
the first two floors to be used for of the Waldorf-Astoria on Friday eve11ing, November 22nd.
e1assrooms. Three fl oo rs will be
This year's winn�r will be t_!te •
_,_offices, one floor a· Computer Cen first Miss Baruch College and w ill
girls as finalists _ the lucky· girl there will be no stopping her. In
ter and th e top floor will be used 1
m
e we
a ol
in The Re the past the Miss Evening Session
h
w
for storage.
;t:siden� �!:v:: to ;�� t�-u�{ ill a ve her picture
Prnvost Samuel F. Thomas
A firm of Architects, · Schuman, College.
porter and local newspapers along title has often served as a steping
stone to glamorous careers and an
Lichtenstein and Claman, have be
Each week between now and the with a st9ry about her background
of the RCA Building, and the
gun to draw plans for the needed gala dance The Reporter will select and interests. From this point op. exciting future.
Who is Miss Evening Session? Brooklyn Site, presiding over
renovations and alterations. R.C.A.
She is every male Evening Session Baruch is more than a one man
expects to J:l\OVe out of the 24th
students's
ideal co-ed. She's pretty, job. _The new Associates would also·
Street building in two or three
poised, personable, and intelligent,1 help him in the preparation of the
months and it is hoped that all
and
what's
more, girls, she could be college for the visitation of the
necessary work can be completed
YOU. But you'll never know unless Middle States Association expected
u111111111J11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
you enter. It's really very simpl�. in October.
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Used Book ·Exchange ..........
A new three-credi.t course called "Business and Soci
Begining on Page 5 there is a
special section on the founding of
ety" ·(Management 306) has bee'n added to the curriculum
the Baruch College and President
this term. The course , will discuss the relationship between
Mtss Even'ing Sessit>n 1968 and the two runners up
Weaver.
bus�ness institutions and the basic patterns of American
Society.
The course will be given in both nology, changing legal conceptions,
.the Evening and Day Sessions. It the role of the government and
will be open only to J.uniors and unionism, and new concepts in so
Seniors with the approval of the cial responsibility are reviewed
•
Management Department.
•
against the background .of the bus
I
The course will attempt to de iness evolution in the Western
The Used Book Exchange is getting in on the ground floo{· this Fall when it sets up fine the role of the businessman world.
shop tonight, Monday, August 26, in Room �06, of_ the St1;1dent Centei.
in society and the impact of his
The course will be taught by
The Exchange is operated on a non-profit basis by Sigma Alpha, Delta Chapter, and business decisions on the ·commun Professor Levenstein during the
ity. Business motivation and work day and Mr. Cahill in the evening.
is open from 6 to 8:30 P.M., August 26 thru 29, September 3, 9 thru 12, and 15 thru 18.
incentives will be viewed along Professor Levenstein, who con
Any used text, currently in usa •
in Evening Session classes (under- leaves him unable to provide him Exchange is William T. Paxson, a with the im plications of new tech- ceived the course, expects that it
will cover much controversial
grad or grad) is accepted for sale self with those most necessary ad Marketing Major, who- expects to
ground, since it will deal �vith the
at a price set by the owner. (Stu- ju.nets to his education. If in need, be graduated in June, 1970. His co
institutions in which business is
dents are requ(\sted not to ask for please contact Miss Marks in Room chairmen are Matthew Madigan,
involv�d - government, unionism,
Raymond Figueroa, and Vincent
more than two-thirds of the ori- 412 for further information.
law, and social responsibility.
DiPentina.
.gjnal price of the volumE;.) A
.Day
Session
The course will be conducted as
Patronizing U.B.E. has a two fold
charge of fifteen. cents is levied on
Day Session Used Book Ex benefit according to Eugene Stein
an open discussion (seminar) to
both buyers sellers of books. Funds
allow for the maximum participa
received for texts that have been change, operated by Boosters and berg, last year's chairman. It pro
tion among the students.
sold (or boo.ks that have not been Sigma Alpha, Day Session, begins vides a method of exchange more
Mr. Cahill will be available to
purchased ;re returned to vendors full scale operation on September advantageous to both buyers and
7,
from
11
A.M.
to
3
P.M.;
in
Room
sellers
-,
enabling
the
former
to
interview students tonight from
on September 17 'and 18, regular
107 of the Student Center. It is obtain a higher price, and the
6:00 to 8:00 p.m. in room 1608.
store hours.
Dr. Levenstein will interview ap
The fifteen cent service charge also expected to be open during latter, to plll·chase for less. Also,
plicants on Wednesday and Thurs
is presented to the Depa1tment of Day Session registration; hours last semester; U.B.E. was able to
will
be
posted
in
the
lobby
of
the
present over $180.00 to the Depart
day, September 4th and 5th from
Student Personnel Services and is
9:00 a.m. to 12 noon in room 4
ment of Student Personnel Services
used to purchase books for any Student Center.
Chairman of E. S. y:Tsed Book to aid needy Baruchians. r
Professor Aaron Levenstein
North.
Baruchian whose financial status

1968 Miss .Evening Session Contest
To Be Held af the Waldorf Astoria
'

N·ew C·o u rs,e in Man�·gem,ent
About "Business and Soci,ety"

Used Book Exchange Opens Doors Tonight;:
Now Located on the Ground Floor-Room 106
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SAVE TIME AND, MONE-Y
AT YOUR NON-PROFIT

BARUCH COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
(IN THE STUDENT CENTER BUILDING)

BE SURE. • •
• Of the Correct Editions as Ordered by Your Professors
• Of the Lowest Possible Pri·ces in Accordance With
Our Non-Profit PoJicy
e Of Our FULL RETURN Policy on Textbooks (No Waiting}
I

I

Now you can buy early - even before you go to class • . . with
assurance that for any reason whatsoever you can obtain a
FULL REFUND on textbooks. Anytime between September 3rd and
September 23 - on the first day of class some delay may be re
quired due to lack of space. You must have your sales receipt and
Bursars card.
ABSOLUTELY NO REF_UNDS' OR EXCHANGES AFTER SEPTEMBER 23

.

And w� Ca�ry. Just About- ·everything
• REPORT COVERS
• DIVIDERS
PADS
•• AACCOUNTING
• REVIEW BOOKS
• FILE FOL0ERS
TTACHE CASES
• . SPORTSWEAR
• GYM SUPPLIES
• BINDERS
• HAND ADDING MACHINES • SPRING BINDERS
• BOOKENDS
•
•
•
•
•

••

•/INDEX CARDS
• JEWELRY
• JUVENILE APPAREL
\
LEGAL PADS
LIT NOTES
• OUTLINES
• PENS

BRIEFCASES
CARRYALL BAGS
CIGARETTES
CLIPS
·DESK LAMPS
DESK SHARPENERS
DICTIONARIES

••

• STATIONERY
• STENO PADS
• SWEAT SHIRTS
THESIS PAPER
TYPING PAPER
ZIPP-ER PORTFOLIOS
AND MANY OTHERS!

•••
•

Just Arrived
BARUCH COLLEGE
IMPRINTS
T SHIRTS

GYM SHORTS

SWEAT SHIRTS

NOTE BOOKS

COMPLETE NEW LINE OF ,

ATTACHE CASES
NOW ONLY

$S.99

and up

PRICES DURING REGISTRATION WEEK ONLY - SALE ENDS JANUARY 30

AUGUST 26-29
AUGUST 30, 31
SEPTEMBER 3
SEPTEMBER 4, 5
SEPTEMBER b
SEPTEMBER 7
SEPTEMBER 9
SEPTEMBER I 0
SEPTEMBER 11
SEPTEMBER 12
SEPTEMBER 13
SEPTEMBER 14

10:00
10:00
10:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
8:45
10:00
10:00
8:45
8:45
10:00

AM AM AM AM AM AM AM AM AM AM AM AM -

9:00 PM
4:00 ·PM
9:00 PM
9:00 PM
9:00 PM
4:00 PM
b:00 PM
10:30 PM
10:00 PM
9:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM

137 EAST 22 STREET
Phone:

GR 3-3063

(

�-

1 ..-
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Instructors - L:Jst
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n
u
:1�;}:��f
- r11:t� !!� �g\;��
utate, for the Fall 1968 term.
The list is tentative and the
Department
Chairman
reserve the right to make
·
� changes.
The list was compiled by
The Reporter with the cooperation of Dr. Robert A. Love,
Director of the Evening Session; Dr. Jerome B. Cohen,
De an of the Graduate School;

e·

·
'*.i;���t�t:-��::� �:s:l: ·
****For Ph. D. students only

p p!�.f 1:�;:: �:n;!/
t

�-- -.

·

W2b
W17
Mla
Mlb

lass

•_,. ,; MZJ:>.
M2c
M17
M27
01
102
*17
WI
W2
Ml
M2

ACCOUNTING
INSTRUCTOR
SECTION
Goller
01
and most Department ChairMercer
02
man.
*l
Tawil
,.,Fenton· 79_�>--·;Jl{ ��vi °'?�7
·;•;
'*2
.
*For B.B.A. stu dents only
Lande ·
**For B.B.A. stud ents (a limited'
W_la
M2
---------------�----- ---- ,. 203,
,. :J
..
-·2,
17
Wl
W2
couRsE
101

Stu,dents E'x' pect·,e'· d· ·.
: To En ro11 for Coming Term-·. ��4 · ·.1

About 7000 students are expected to register for class1 '. es in the evening session in the next -two w,eeks. Graduate.
. ' registration, which starts next week should remain con�
;' stant at about 3200 students including over 100 in -the Docc·
· toral program.
Stu dents are expected t o use the Any s tudent who• is n:ot abl e· to
, 23rd Street entranc e in order to find the proper p eople to sol ve his
i reach the au ditorium. No student problem shoul d ·.go, 0to room . .409
�- wil l be allowed t o register before Student Center for assistance.
Due to "budget limitations" the
1 the time his class is scheduled.
.' Those students who are not able Baruch College will continu e to
t
from taking
c
· ;�g[s�!!� ��
s!:l�q:!;r ni��
A�: ::::�:.
.
g
a
sses
will
begin oil
· except th at unde,1:g'raduates and · , Evenin cl
' non-1patri£s may not i:egiste: on Tl!.e.§�. .s!:Y, September 10. Day classes
Tues day, September 3. No· Late will ·'start�on Thursday, September
Registratfon Fee ($10.00) will- be 12. Bo th sessions will end o n Satc harged prior to th e start of class- urday, J;muary, 11, 1969. Final
es, Sep temb er 10.
exams wil f be betw een January 13
Late Regis t ration
and 21 (e'xcept in class , exams).'
Late Registration will be. p.eld
The Coi;i�olidated F ee has been
on September 10th, 11th, 12th and raised this=; term to $22.50 for
( 16th betw een 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. B.B.A. and A.A.S. students, $22.00
The Late Regis tration Fee is $10. for undergraduate Non-Matrics
Those students who want to and Qualifying; Non-Matrics, and
�i change their program m a:l'.;.tlo _so. $18.00 for··all _'graduate s tu dents.
on Thursday, September 5, at 8:30 The fee must be paid by check or
p.m. or during Late Registration. money order. Ca.sh will not be exA 5.00 fee is required for all pro- �ep,ted.
gmm changes (except those caused 'Due to the selective servic e reby the col
· lege withdrawing a quirem ents of 30 credits a year
cours e.
to maintai n dra ft deferments the
Most Department offices and the colleg e will conti nue to allow any
, Curricul ar Guidance office should student with a ."C" average to
be open throughout registration. register for 12 cre dits.

:!!

IT�:��{

,.

.,

� ...... ""•

Heff

Salston
Gordon
Schume 1'
The experimental "University of the Air" will continue
Wagner to offer college courses on T.V. this Fall. The program sponsored by The CitY/8ind .$tate Universiti_es;-,1will be seen on
0
_ . ·
.
F'e uenstei n · both �turdays ;:1,n<;l. Sundays_' this .J-:t\np...
.
The f.ive cour ses-that will be of••
Leeds
Miller fered this term are: Calculus aiid 1969. The deadline for registratio n
:f{iltzik �nalyt. ic Geo m �iif r. 1; Maj or Amer- (for credit) is October 4. There
Sands ican B °0ks; T he R15e Of the A· mer- is_. no deadline to purchase the
·Pate ican Nation 1; The Discourne of study guide. _,.,,
Kahn Wester M an, Humaniti es 1; Tlie
Baru ch students who wish to
Solow History of Latin Am�z:i c!i·.. The
ke a,fR UfS,E;__ fo: ered'it shouId \W_
Misthal courses are part of. a basrn Liberal :P
f
ply
"Perrmt fron:i, the regjs·
Benj ami n Arts curriculum o n the undergrad- trars o-1"'�
office. ?J1 eck with th_e :Qeuate level.
en
a!I'man to see 1f ypu
tm
Ch
r
t
f>ru
�
�'{
'
SSE:
c
'
d�
�S,111;µ
.... _,,.
on
r Y la S will b
will be given credit for the course
./ -'··�ei�stei� Chan nel 13 - WND T- TV - be- ou plan to take.
y
Ii
Pate tw!)en � a.m. �nd 5. p.m:l! Sunday
Li�be1•�ltn· classes)(and;pol3sible.. weekday eve- . A�l students who eru;oll for c�ldt will be expected to complete.(nnde ni n�s) wjll be_. on Channel 8_1 - i
Ma
,, d� d�'u �w'MY'c�:·,, .. '. ,,,. ·V
�t u d�. assi�mej!ts
dependent
r
Las t Fall 964 st.i.idents,.. took (homewo�·�) m addition to _vie��g ·
. Mulli ngs

Ml�};

i1ffi1tt,

,

SCHOLARSHIPS
1. David V. Picker Fund - Provides fQr. the award of one or
more sc1idlarships, ' gralits-inaids, s tipends, loans and(or
prizes annually to deservmg
un dergraduates, day or evening, who are pursuing �tudies
at the Baruch School m the
field of public administr ation.
2. J ames W. Huste d Lodge No. 3·
1068 F. & A.M. Scholarsh ip s __: '

An annual scholarshi� of $150
to a freshman completing his
first year, based upon s.chqlastic
achievements, e'col-iomic, · ne'ed,
and participation in extra curricular activities. This scholarship is renewable during the
Jr. and Sr. years if the stu dent
mai ntains at least a B minus
average.
Ralph J. Kamenoff · Memorial
Fund _:_ The purpose of this
fund is to provide financial as
sistance in the for m of direct
grants or loans to day and
evening Baru ch Students.
4. Scholarships and Assistantships
-,· Provides up to $600 for part
time graduate students t hrough
con tributions from City College
alumni and friends.
5. The Bernard M: Baruch Endow
ment - Schol arships, gran ts,
and !011;ns, :W� :worthy; g:r�dtl:/,te
and undei·gfaduate stuaents
made possible by · the fund

,r·

STUDENT COUN�IL
FACULTY COUNCIL ROO¥ :2.'\�

'.: �'

1

�:/f�:-r::�-�e1;�11k
�ilii::i7�:
!_
give
Que ns Co g .
n at

e

lle e

. S?m e of the �ourses are v{nr
srm1lar to offe�-ings at B aru�h.
Students m_ay �md t�e� help:oill
as study aids 111 addition to yhe
regular class.
i'
For detailed schedules and r;;gistration information writ e �o:
Univ ersity of the Air, Post Offlfe
1 Y, N·· !j·'y·
B
4440 ' New york ( c·t
°
10 ;17.
------------;s-).
J,

-; · "\: .-

i

created under the Last Will and
Testament of Bernard Mannus
"
, · B�r. uch, Class of 1889.
6. Veterans' Benefits - Under the
Veterans' Readjustment Act of
1966, i ndividuals who were discharged from the Armed Services after January 31, 1955 are
entitled to many benefits.

'PRIZES

In addition to scholarships, thei:e
are also a number of prizes awara
ed to Baruch students each year,
such as:
1. American S'tatistical A ssociation
Award - $50 c ash p ayment, a
certificate and one-year mem
bership in the American S ta\is
tic al Association ; recipient ·..to
be selected by D ep artments of
and Finance,
�d

�ii��::��

2. 'rhe J. Axford Higgons, Jr.,
Prize in Economics - A $50
annual award to be presen ted
(Continued on Page 12)

:An Outgoing Friendly Group

i
\.

of the

.:s:·

ti11t��!�

,f-

FIRST MEETING.,

:-;;

it

Higher. educa tion is _expensive! Ey
. en h_ere _a,t,B_aruch where B._.B.A. and A.A.S. student' s
pay no tuition, ,college is not cheap. There are _fe�s aIJ.d bpo:\rn, supplies and incidentals
tools of learning that must be provided if oh�dll'to be su.ccessfu.I in his pursuit of learning·.
And there are times when the budget j'ust won't stretch as 'far as it should. Where to turrt?
Haven' t you heard of these many aids to the Ev�ning- s. ession Baruchian. (Due to tp.e
·
·
th e f o11 owmg tha t we a,r
·e
separation from cIt· y C ollege there may b e s ome,. ch anges m
' ....,
·
not aware of.)

are invited to the

{;,

r

N e e d Mo.-, . n,ey_�� R.·e
: _ . .·CJ. d_ 0 11

A-fl

sE,PTEMBEi'"rl

r-

.��j' �
i1���:� �'t�t11t�:�:} ��
Berenso n grcams without credit in addition to
37
Neuwi rth..the many others who watched the
Wl
Schachner progr ams __ 1vithout registering.
. *2,
, 2q5,
Scbiichn�r . ,T4ose4 ,MslJing0 cr e\fit for the
*27
***Wl
.,/Me tlis, cour,s�s pay, tuitio n fees from
·
chachtman $1�.00 tq, $18., ,00 ,;Per �redit (most
4
· 210
�
1 7
,. < *27
• ' Fenton- c,01:n'ses"�re •th'i�� c red
, its). Study
Schachtman guides .. are a'\raifli:Ble for thos e who
47
Le1:ner do not yvish cre.dit for $2.00.
Wl
Neuwirth
Wl7
· S P·te b 28th
Cl · e 1 t art · n
(Co� t inued on ·Page 9)
01, ,2��� \�d ,e:� 0: J ar::u=�� 18,
--- -- --------------------

�t,,...,,,.(BAY""�issroJ.

THURSDAY,

·:

,·

CLUB.: PRE.SIIDENT.
SL
i · �,-� � ,
;,

_5:�1-turday·...and ,Sunday

r ;;

.:,r3�'.�:�

:ti

All classes at this center are
for matricu.\iited gxaduate students only:
1 :r
''.) ,
F 24th Street Cente1, .
M 21st S treet Center ·
w l5t h Street Center
No Mark - 23rd Street Center r

'·, 7,000

/

,·yv·· · C lassies' Off·ered

Pa ,ge Three
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: 4 p.m.
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I

That

Seeks New Members

··-·\ I;f you like outgoing, friendly people that enjoy doirtg
things together, Playrads, the Evening Session Drama So
ciety, is the club for you. Last term's efforts included
a production of "The Fifth ·. Season," a fun-filled cast
part y after the show and a grea ·• ,
;i
picnic, cum beach party, at fasci nating representatives frcji,m
Jones Beach at term's end. Not the th eatrical field addressing the
to ment ion gues t speakers a t the group.
club's regular weekly meeting on .. You ca n see the group has a
· Monday-; ·arrd ·theatre parties dur- ·host of activities to offer. Your
ing' the term, and workshop pro- only limitation on how much a p�rt
ductions of scenes. from select�d of this you can be, is the amotwt
plays, and get toge thers at mem- of time you desire to spe nd wi�h
1 0e .gi-�up. D evo_te as much, _or �s
hers
hom!)s ,a, 1;1,d on a nd o n.
.
.
,, ..,
In ad.dition to many of last httlll, time.,11,s ,.you please - 1t will
,.term's activities, Playrads hopes to be tune. ;!ipent< :profitably and en
organize a small choral gi·oup as joY,-ably:u ··llope· ,to see you at 'Fhe
, art off-shoot of the club for those N ew Members> 0 Rec eption on Man
·�nterested'. --Workshop productions day, Septem£'/:hC23 at 8:30 in the
'_are goino-' to,·l:fe a key p art of this Stud, e'nt, ©en�Sr, '. A nd all you o;ld
, term's a6tivfties with a �ossibility me��e�sf. l !;lioll�r, forget to atte:p d
learn\l)g 11,bou t pantonume tech- the .ftr§t;;l?'}�%1Ilg of t�e term pn
i;iiques. Guest speakers have long Septem.h,E:r ,�6, - ol d time (8:SP).
·-"' been a E'layrads tradition and this But,.a ,n�w-,location (The North
term is sure to see many more Lounge) .

. o!,
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-somitsuch as Deans"Newfon-and Coheri maintain �r any other clu b, out of dedication. There is plen
the status quo, others such as Dean Lavender and ty in it for you, and this is the biggest reason for
Dean Kestenbaum represent new faces in the ad- you to join.
ministration.
You attend school for two reasons - to broaden
The term of appointment is brief (only four your scope of knowledge and to increase Y?ur
has
ss._
r_!!
··P.r
to
months)
be
don
b
u
t
m
u
ch
e
and
there
will
earning power. Often you are u nable to get a Job
Vol. LXXIII . No. 1
A F· e - e
be an ample opportunity for them to prove their which is directly related to you r field of study
MON.DAiY, AUGUST 26, 1968
ability.
.. until you have almost completed you r studie . You
_
.
w1�h- two or three notable excep- should take avantage of any opportunity that
LEWIS M; .STURM
. In the past
�101:1s Baruch_ adm�1s�rators have shown a lack of comes your way to gain practical experience.
Editor
ms1ght an� 1magmat10n. We _c�n onl:Y hope now
The Extra Curricu lar Program can provide that
MARION JOHNSTON
t hat we will have a new admm1stration,, that we
experience _ also and perhaps more important
· Managing Editor
will see some change - Baru ch must once again through the program, you can meet the leaders
____________,vews Editor become the leader.
of your chosen field and make many valuable con----------4· eatures Editor
tacts. More than one Baruchian has landed a Hipecial Projects Editor
Pay job from talking to a speaker at a club pro______
·· club News Edito1· .
gram.
----------�ports Editor
Regardless of you r status, day or evening, grad___________...,hoto Edito r
During the summer there have been many u ate or undergraduate, BBA, AAS or non-matric
----------..,..._.Copy Editor changes in\ order to make rocim for the new staff you are welcome to join the club program. Drop
--�------__,_,usines Manager people required by tl).e Baruch College. O
ne of a note to the club of you r choice and they will
________ .n.dvertising Manage?· them involved moving all Department of Student contact you. Join now, no experience needed.
_________Circulq.tion Manager Personnel Offices from the Main Building to the
------'------�Office Manager Student Center.
Burt Beagle -------�--=ditor _Emeritus
The move required the elimination of the third
floor lounges ,and several meeting rooms - most
MAX SIEGEL
clubs have smaller offices and a few µave lost
Faculty Advisor
their offices.
NEWS AND FEATURES STAFF:
While we deplore the loss of facilities, and canSPORTS STAFF:
not help but ""l'.onder if it would have been posBy ALFRED CHARASZ
PHOTO STAFF:
sible to find other space, we look for the return of
BUSINESS STAFF:
the
Student
Center
soon.
OFFICE STAFF:
, The pu rchase of the R.C.A. builoing shou ld pro
Published weekly during the school term by the Publications As
vide the means to free enough space to relocate
sociation of the Evening Session o! The Bernard M. Baruch College,
The City University of New York. Address au· communications to
the faculty and staff back outside of the Student First man looked for the answer to the stars,
The Reporter, Box 9D, 137 East 22nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010
- Room 409 Student Center. Office hours 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. Mon
Center.
Puzzled, conversely did he turn towards the
day through Thursday. Te1ephone GRamercy 3-7748 or Oregon 3-7700
·
Ext. 313.
smallest part,
Editorial opinions are the view of The Managing Board and do
not necessarily represnt those of the College or the Univrsity.
And
thought
the
final
answer atoms wou ld
National Advertising Representative The National Educational Ad
vertising Service.
provide,
Discovered sadly that it only was the riddle's start,
At the current moment we are the only student Nucleons, protons and mesons did he find,
newspaper at the Baruch College. The Ticker has Spaces within the electron, 'tis though, a million
times apart,
no editor and it is not likely that one will be found
Welcome to the Bernard M. Baruch College!
Of measured particles of undetermined kind,
in the next few weeks.
This, the first year of the College wi]J be an
The lack of a newspaper can create a hardship Su pposedly more p-ower:fu !than any found before,
all important one. It will ·see the installation of for many students and therefoi·e The Reporter Cohesion, greater than that which does the atom
bind,
the College's President, the decision on a stru cture has agreed to serve the Day Session student body
He found himself again before a closing door.
for the institution, the development of a liberal until the gap can be filled.
arts program, our first involvement with the
The decision was reached only after we con 'Tis strange how rnicrocosmos and macrocosmos,
SEEK program, and many other precedent set- sulted with Dean Newton and Student Council Art both so very much alike,
ting occasions.
President Hal Fremer. We stressed to these people Like boxes within boxes in infinite progression,
that our PRIME concern was and will continue They do imagination strike,
.·' · *
Last year :the faculty began to give students a · to be the Evening Session and Gradu ate student For there are worlds within this world
voice in running their College. We hope and ex- but we will devote what time and space is avail And our universe, 'so awesomely respected,
Might in. some greater world unfurled,
pect that under the new administration the trend able to Day Session activities.
,,
·,
Those· students who ·ha:ve items they wish in- Just as a maggot's tiniest part then be detected.
will continu e,. 1
For the first time student leaders and 'the stu- serted in the paper are ·advised to bring them to Though this does not lift human prid�,
dent press have been allowed to attend facµJty Room· 409 Student Center (Day hours will be The fact that mortal man this comprehends,
That ou r minds do through the heavens stride
',
meetings anp- it is expected that three studeiit posted shortly).
· '
representatives will soon be allowed to vote y.,ith
' Student advertising rates will be sent to all Lends to ou r petty lives the sense. '
clu bs and posted outside of our office.
the faculty.
Anyone interested in joining The Reporter staff
The communication gap has been col)side�·a,bly
bridgep by the13e actions. Can we close it? ,
(Day or Evening Session) will be welcome, stop
* *
in the office or leave your name at the Reception
The question ,of stru cture remains of _para- Desk in the lobby.
When I hear those old Jewish refrains,
mount import ance, It is unfortunate that sp e
Mir1:oring suffering and joy,
�
members of the�acu
The
. ltyrefuse to look beyond th�ir
ancient blood is throbbing in my veins,
111
7
own interests .in discussing the structure. I� 'Ye
Reflecting
countless tears,
"
�
.J.
.1
W�
.
are to meet the challenge of thvfuture everyone
Forgotten hopes,
must put aside. s.elfish interests and work, f��
Sweet turmoil in my sou l you bring,
Did you pu rchase a text book this term? If You old, old melancholy
the Baru ch College.
notes.
yo
u did you were overcharged!
This does not only apply to faculty - students,
Except
fqr
those
who
do·
their
b
uying at the
·
faculty, and administration must join hands a'nd
Used Book Exchanges (Rooms 106, 107) you can
work for the Baruch College.
expect to pay more than necessary for you r book.
* ;�
The College is off to a slow start in at least' For the past several terms we have requested that My delight is the exquisite,
one area - only 25 SEEK students will be admit the College Store carry both pew and used texts That perfection of beauty,
ted this term. Twenty-five out of an estimated 200 - each term we have met with some new ex Which occasionally touches
us,
who want to transfer to a business course. While cuse why no used books are carried.
· This term The City College Store, who still Unexpectedly we know 'the problems of transition are great
and the difficulties of"esfablishing a meaningful controls the Baruch Store, began to carry used
books, but our store still does not. Not until they
program many, we must do better.
As Dr. Gallagher told the facu lty last May "It's are forced to face direct competition will Barnes
seventeen seconds to midnight." The time to act and Noble offer students a fair price for their
Behind that gay, happy facade,
is now. We must meet the challenge of the ghetto texts.
The "profits" on used books could be used to So self-assured and free from care
before it overwhelms us.
We demand that Baruch strive to admit the lower the selling price on new books. Thus the stu Benea�h the status symbols well displayed,
other 175 transfer students in addition to at least dent would save whether he purchased new books Material success, split-level, marriage so fair,
Away from all that surface ostentation
or old.
100 new students in the spring term.
Most men lead lives of quiet desperatio�.
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Until January

For the next few months (until January) the
Baruch College will be run by Provost Thomas.
To help him he has made several appointments -

Help Yourself

There is one way you can help both yourself
and those of us who work hard to help your ed
ucation. We don't want you to join The Reporter,

JOIN THE REPORTER
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A Year of Double Significance

There are not many colleges which can celebrate both the schools founding and its 50th an
niversa-ry at the same time - but we can. This year marks the founding of The Bernard M. Ba
ruch College, also fifty years ago City College established a School of Business and Civic Administra
tion - in 1953 the school was renamed to honor one our most famous alumni - The Bernard M.
Baruch School of Business and Publ\c Administration.
There are two parts to the history of the school that should be told separately - the story of
the schools growth from 1919 to 1968 .and the story of the events leading to the birth of the Baruch
College.

Baruch to Celebrate
Its Fiftieth. Anniversary

New Status Achieved
In rfiniversity System · 1

In 1943 the School of Business was '25 years old
The march toward an independent Baruch Colwhen a member of the administration wrote:
lege took,its first major step in 1962 with the
"The City College owes its existence to the fo.re- publication of the Cottrell report.
sight and vision of a New York business man of
The report by Donald P. Cottrell and J. L. H'as
the Forties-Townsend Harris, who attained great ket of Ohio University was actually called "Edu
wealth as an importer, and who was elected pres- · cation for Business in the City University of New
ident of the New York City Board of Education York." It was undertaken at the request of the
in 1846. It is not without significance, therefore, Board of Higlj.er Education as a prelude to provid
that in the quarter-century of its ,existence, the ing a new: site for the Baruch School.
School of Business and Civic Administration has
The report examined the needs of the city and
grown'to be one of the largest colleges of business the university and proposed that the "current Ba

in the world, with a student body that at its ruch School should be elevated to the status of a
height was ":ell over eleven thousand (in Day and college of the City University."
Evening Session�#combined) a'nd whose teaching
The report said that'the schools facilities w�re
t'taff numbered _more than ttv,.e hundred.
badly outdated and indicated that the physical
"Although th�·ischool of Bu�/less and Civic Ad'- plant had been inadequate for years.
ministration is ·· t celebrating its twenty-fifth
The report was put on the shelf and gathered
anniversary this ¥ear, th() begi:nl'}ings of business dust for four years.
instruction at CCNY go back to the very inception
In Ju:Qe of 1966 City College President Buell
· of _the Free'' Acadeµiy;,·.',the predecessor of The Gallaghe't called the situation "unte:o.able" at a facCity College.
ulty meeting. Dr. Gallagher was talking of the
The origipral report of t�e �o�rd ?f Education],, p:rnblems caused by the hundred, odd block phy
_
Comnuttee
the
sical separation between the main c�mpus and the
as presented by thE;. Ex_ecu�i.xe
"for
Care, Government;;.amd M.au,�ge.rnent of the Free El}rucli campus. ·.
-Academy" in May-��4�, pro&i�ed for a combined
.'�.he president pQ�nted to three possible answers
' ·;;Writing, and Book1rnep- to .'he problem: 1) move Baruch to the Uptown
departmen.:t .of- Dr
ing,_ 'the;�r'i>f
:-."!�f!?e paid_ �1,200 _ Campus; ?) form a separate college; or 3) main,Jlrn.. for_ those tain the ..status quo.
per · iJ,nJlJil\m,
:·t}etober '1,848,
days. ·1� a: su s
;Tlie 'Faculty Council appointed a ·special task
the same .Executiv
'mmended that foree to i-11vestigate the presidents proposals and
'
"inst ,. "r{' should
:: BooKkeeping . make a recommendation to the faculty, in the Fall.
cantile posi'The summer and ear'ly Fall were spent working
':uo quaitiy youn\ men f ·
the' on the re·port - a ten man group headed by Dean
tions,� an
:f'i'it �}i_qql9
_ ac,l?i, int�ad,uc,�d'
outset. tt wiI �\:�b;lil!i�;�:be'f,otlp( con}'.zpient a�d.. S�xe· presented the report _in N?v�mber -··its
,
· adv,p.ntao-eous tha:t,whr'fe one pbrbon of'the-class 1s · answer SEPARATION.
,enclage<!:J° i,n Bo9\<;'.ke�ping, .the remainqer
sho,.uld
There was a great deal of cfontroversy generat'
"'
.
,
,
, r'I<"'
ed,. :all sorts of claims were made by those who
. take a less·on in Writ-iIjl..g. .
'-'Ait1i0ugh"'Writirro: ·1� ', g t1i.e ·subfect of ex- opposed the plan. There main.argument was that
aminlition fot'�ntr-a�e:;' . d,\. f.�1i handwriting· as a school of business .we would not be a�le to
will be requiiecl. o;f all candidates,,'it-may be deemed obtain a good Liberal 4'-rts teaching staff. This
advisable to preserve and improv:e the hand �ng was countered by· those who pointed out that
counteract all -pad habits by, devoting one
two under the curr.ent systei:n Baruch was an "acad
hours a week to. W:riting,-during, a considerable emic Siberia" with our faculty not. treated 'on a
par with uptown when it came to pi;omotional
portion of the'course:'! '. _
, 0mmi:t;tee also goes on to state matters.
The E:Xecutive C
There were all sorts of meetings to examine the
that the 1Jep_artment of Drawing, 1300:kkeeping
and Writing, in view <l>f its varied and eminently separation plan - students, faculty, and alumni
practical uses, ought ·to assun;i.e a, position of pro� all met to act on the plan.
The faculty postponed action at its November
minence in the scheme or:'' tb&WF'r:eer! Acad:em'y.'
Drawing practice will occlil)y out' a few hou'i:s' in' 10 meeting but on, November 18, 1966 the faculty
the week and they will be houFs o:f pleasant relief. appro:ved the report 61 to 11.
Prior to the faculty action President Gallagher
. from recitations (sic.)' The services of competent
teachers of Bookkeeping a:n(l. Handwriting can be had pledged that he would not oppose the Baruch
to employ faculty in whatever decision they made.
obtained when it may be necessary
�
The Baruch Alumni Association released a rethem.
The Hours for commercial subjects were ar- port which said that the problems could.be:solved
rano·ed so as not to conflict with the other, more without either separation m· a move upto-wn. The
das�ic subjects. Thus the Executive Committee Alumni were· the only group who fav?red t�e
report of May 1849 (the fjr�t ,t�r;m of -the, newly, status quo. The Reporter favored separat10n while
established institution) st�te� th.at,r ·�the scheme The Ticker urged a move uptown.
On December 7 the Board of Higher Educa. 0f instruction of the Acad.em·y, ·and the distribu-

at.

or

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

Page Five

Weaver Named
First President

On Wednesday May 15 the Board of Higher
Education appointed Robert· Clifton Weaver the
first president of the Baruch College.
Board chairman Port�r Chandler declared, "We
are, of course, delighted with this conclusion of
our search for a' Baruch College president. Sec
�etary Weaver's acceptance symbolizes the em.erg
mg .role of the univ_ersity as a vital resource in
the :s.olution of our. nation's urban problems. It
emphasizes the h�gh pri9rity ranking with which
City Uni_versity's leadership reglird this task."

Dr. Robert Clifton Weaver

First President of the Baruch College

CUNY Chance1lor Albert H'.. Bowker said that
the decision to invite Secretary Weaver to head
the newest four-year college of Ci'ty University
"Followed months of careful search in which •we
were fortunate to obtain the advice and coopera
tion of the Baruch faculty 11,s well as many uni
versity and urban affairs leaders throughout the
country."
Mr. Chandler said that the board vote to name
Secreta,ry Weaver to the Baruch presidency was
"unanimous and enthusiastic as befits the ap
pointm�nt of such an outstanding scholar and
administrator."
In accepting the CUNY appointment, Secretary
Weayer 'indicated that his primary interest "is the
development of an institution which will becorrte
a prototype of the urban university as an idea generation and· action - implementation center
for meeting the �aramount domestic challenge o.f
our time."
Although he- will not 1 take office until January
1969, Dr. Weaver has spent much time at Baruch
since May..
In June the president was introduced to the
faculty, in July he spent an evening with student
leaders and met with the\ transition committee.
In addition he has attended many other meetings.
· Dr. Weaver, told student le1ders that "Baruch
(Continued on Page .7)

These 'articles w1,itten and edited by Lewis Sturm

Baruch students rally and march on the board to save their school from the Upper Division Plan - tl1e result was independence

,

____
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Fifty Years of Baruch School History

(Continued from Page 5)

tion of the hours have been arranged so that the
students assemble at 9 :00 o'clock and remain until
3 :00 o'clock with a half hour's intermission' at
noon. An . hour and a half of this time is available
for study; three hours art devoted to three daily
recitations, and the last hour is employed, alter
nately in the exercise of Drawing or Phonography
(Shorthand). On Saturday there is no recitation;
but one hour is employed in Drawing or Phono
graphy and one to one and one-half in Decla
mations."
The number of students taking the commercial
work increased to such an extent that in 1876
it was found necessary to engage an additional

The original building on 23rd Street. It was torn down in
1927 to make way for our present building.

result of two years of study on the part of the
College staff, the Civil Service Commission, and
the Mayor's Advisory Committee on Public Ser
vice Training.
Most of the work of the Division of Vocational
Subjects was conducted at night in the old City
College building at the corner of Twenty-third
Street and Lexington Avenue. Among the courses
offered in 1917 were Accounting; Cost Account
ing; Municipal Accounting; Municipal Statistics;
Auditing Systems; Public Utilities Accounting;
and Judicial Accounting. Law; Economics; Eco
nomic Development of the United States; Money
and Banking. English and Public Speaking.
It may be of interest to note that when this
country entered World War I, a special four week
course in "Bookkeeping and Office Practice" was
offered "to- prepare persons of average intelli
gence, in a short time, to quality for office book
keeping positions under the head bookkeepet·."
The war had taken away much of the clerical
force of industry, especially in New York City;
and this course helped to trai-n an army of workers
to fill the vacant places and the many positions
created directly by the war.
In the Fall of 1918, a series of courses in For
eign Trade were introduced. Such subjects as
Shipping, Management, Ship Bu.ilding and Navi
gation, Foreign Markets Salesmanship, Manufac
turing for Foreign Trade, Commission House
Work and the Forwarding Agent were offered; as
well as courses ip Domestic and Foreign Credit,
and in Methods of Merchant Marine Administra
tion and Operation. War Emergency Courses were
also set up in Stenography and Typewriting. As
has already been noted, all of the above were
under the Department of Political Science.
It was not until 1919, however, that the School
of Business emerged as a separate entity with a
Faculty of its own. In June 1919 the Board of
Trustees passed the following resolution:
"RESOLVED, That a Faculty of Business and Civic

Tutor in Bookkeeping. It should be noted, how
Administration be and hereby is established to have
pedagogical supervision over au courses of study apever, that many of the students who took the com
. proved or herea�er to be approved by the Board of
mercial work in the Introductory Class did not
Trustees for credit toward general certifica't:es, diplo
mas or degrees in Business and Civic Administration,
continue with the regular C, liege course but were
and to recommend aU modifications of such courses
content with securing a Certificate of Merit
of study; this faculty shaU be composed of a Dean
through the passing of the prescribed. examina
and the members of the Economics ond Business
tions after one year's work.
portion of the Department of Political Science of Fac
ulty rank; of others to be designated by the Board of,
In 1912, the Board of Trustees P,assed a resolu
Trustees as of equal rank from among those who
tion to the effect that a School of Commerce and
teach the subjects being exemplified by those now
Civic Administration was needed, and that such
credited toward the Diploma of Graduate in Account
a school should be conducted in the old Twenty
ancy, and of one or more representatives of Faculty
third Street Building, which had been vacated a
rank from the Departments of PoliticaL Science (Gov
ernment and Sociology portions), History, Education,
few years previously when the College moved up
Modern Language, English and Public Speaking. The
to St. Nicholas Heights. The city admjnistration
PI ead (Chairman) of each of the above mentioned de-.
appropriated the sum of $50,000 to defray the .
partments to be a member of this faculty and any
cost of renovating the old building. In 1913, the
additional representative of Faculty ra.nk from any
one department who shall be regularly teaching a
New York State Chamber of Commerce held a
technical
subject· peculiar to the school."
meeting and resolved to erect a large modern
building on the Twenty-third Street site, if proper
Four specialization groups were approved for
anangements were made for canying on such a
the new business curriculum; Group I. General
School by the College, with the assistance of the
Chamber of Commerce. However, certain diffi� Business; Group II. Public Service; Group III.
culties arose over the question of control and as Foreign Trade and Consular Se;rvice; Group IV.
the city refused to underwrite the cost of main Accountancy. In June 1921, the first B.B.A. De
gree was conferred",upon Joseph Warmflash who
tenance, the �ntire plan was dropped for the time
being. In 1915, a change in the city charter was had previously received the Diploma of Graduate ·
in Accountancy; and M. B. A. Degrees were
made so as to enable the College to charge fees for
certain special courses not in the liberal arts cur awarded to Harry L. Cohen, a B.A. of the Class
of '21 and Abraham Weiss, a B.A. of the Glass of
riculum.
'14 on the same occasion.
For some time prior to 1915 the Department of
In January 1926, the B.B.A. degree was formally
Political Science had been offering courses, not
only in Economic Theory and History but also recognized and registered by the State Board of
some of the practical business courses, such as Regents. In the Fall of 1927, George W. Edwards
Accountancy, Insurance, Foreign Trade, Manage '11 ,ms installed as Dean. In 1927 the it;,-J Ad
ment, and Advertising, etc. In 1915 on the recom ministration decided to tear down the eighty year
mendation of the Director of the Evening Session, old building and erect a "towering modern edifice"
Professor Frede1ick B. Robinson, President Mezes in its place. For a period of a year and one-half
created a Division of Vocational Subjects and classes were held in the Grand Central Palace,
Civic Administration, largely for the purpose of Lexington Ave. and Forty-sixth St., while the
cooperating with the city government in extending new building was in process of erection. On Oc
educational facilities to employ es of the city. tober 16, 1929 the new home of the School of
Professor Robinson was appointed director of this Business was dedicated with appropriate cere
division. In October, 1916 the College announced monies_ presided' over by the Honorable Charles
a complete course of study leading to the Certifi H. Tuttle. Addresses were made on that occasion
cate of Junior Accountant and the Diploma of by the Mayor, the PTesident of the Board of Alder
Graduate in Accountancy, respectively. The aim man, the Chairman of the Board of Higher
was to make available for mature students com Education, by President Robinson and by Dean
plete, comprehensive, and competent training in Edwards.
In the Spring of 1932, Dean Edwards was sueA..ccountancy. The syllabus had been evolved as a

ceeded by Dr. Justin H. Moore '03 who had been
a member of the first faculty of the School. He
was succeeded in the Fall of 1939, by Professor
Lewis Mayors '10 as Acting Dean, and h.e in turn
by Herman Feldman '15 in the Summer of 1940,
then Professor of Labor Relations at Dartmouth
College. When Dean Feldman resig11ed in the Fall
of 1942 he was succeeded by_ an Administra
tive Committee consisting of Professor Herbert
Ruckes, Chairman, Associate Professor Harry L.
Kuntzleman, and Associate Professor Robert A.
Love.
The committee was replaced in 1944 when Dean
Norton was appointed in 1954 Dean Saxe assumed
the head of the school.
The World War II made considerable inroads
both in the Faculty and in the student body of
the School of Business. :Many of the young men
were called to serve in the armed forces before
graduation. In the post war era many of these
sons of Alma Mater returned to the School to
complete the courses upon which they were en
gaged when called to the colors.

In 1945 the College catalog said:
"The offerings of the School of Business and Civic
Administrntion are designed to supply a basic curriculum
of collegiate training and professional preparation for
undergraduates and an intensive progrmn of specialized
instruction or graduate work for advanced students and
adults. :In the undergraduate cuniculu.m the primary aim
is to provide those fundamentals of cultural and personal
training which 11,elp to equip the students for life, as weL!
as those elements of professional preparation for business,
public service, and the teaching of commercial :,ubjects
which faciiitate entrance into a chosen career.
"Stu.dents who desire further training within an ap
plied field of interest may pursue the course of study
leading to the degree of Master of Business Administra
tion, but even here the student is advised, a,nd in so-me
measure required, to undertake a program preparing him
for the respons,ibilities which may be offered him dur
ing a broad career in business. Courses of a specific vo
cational nature are provided for those who desire train
ing in particular subjects and are, in part, inte'nd.ed to
aid adults in becoming more proficient in their work.
"The curmculum of the School leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Business Administration is accredited by
the University of the State of New York as com,plying
with the requirements for the baccalaureate degree. The
School -is also registered by the University as a school of
accountancy maintaining a satisfactory standard. (Com,
pletion of an appropriate course of study ,in such a school
is required for admission to the state examim.ation for a
certificate as certified publie accountant.)"

In recognition of the character and career of
Bernard M. Baruch, a great public servant whose
attainments have thrown lustre upon his Alma
Mater, City College of the City of New York, the
Board of Higher Education wanted to pay him
tribute.
To give enduring recognition of its pride in the

achievements of one of it son as a tribute to Mr.
Baruch's leader hip and hi high qualities of in
tellect and spirit the Board of Higher Education
on fay 18, 1953 approved the renaming of the
chool of Bu iness J.nd Civic Administration of
City College as the Bernard NI. Baruch School of
Busines and Public . dministration of the ity
College of the College of the ity of ew York.
The change of name was made official at a gala
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convocation - the program pointed out that since
1919, the School has awarded the Bachelor of
Business Administration degree to- over 15 000
men and' women __:: more than one-fourth of all
the baccalaureate degrees awa:rded by The City
College since 1847.· To thousands of other New
Yorkers the School has provided the opportunity
to pursue specialized courses in particular fields
to aid in their professional advancement as well
as post-graduate programs of study leadi�g to the
degrees of Master of Business Administration and
Master of Public Administration.
Today, the School is one of the largest collegiate
schools of business in the nation and the lar<Yest
municipally-supported institution of its kind in°the
world. The average undergraduate registration in
the Da. y Session of the School during the past few
years has been 3,000; the Evening Session enroll
ment, including graduate, undergraduate and non
matriculated students, average13 about 9,000. In
total, these figures represent · approximately 40
per cent of the College's total registration.
The offerings of the School are design ed to p�ovide a curriculum of liberal academic trainin<Y and
broad professional preparation for under�rad
uates, and an intensive program of specialized
graduate instruction for advanced students.
There are 20 fields of specialization from which
a student may choose. In several of these, the stu
dent has the opportunity of participating in the
School's Cooperative Training Prngram. Under
this Program, specially selected senior, s are pro
vided with part-time employment in their chosen
fields and are giv�n academic credit for their
work. The program, initiated in 1947, is already
the most extensive of its kind in the country and
is expanding steadily. Over 200 business firms
cooperate with the School in th� training of its
students. At present there are cooperative pro
grams i:r:i. the fields of Advertising, Business Man
agement, Credit, Foreign Trade, Insurance, Real
Estate, Retailing, Sales Management, and Sta
tistics.
The_ School's cur'riculum in Accouptancy enjoys
a national reputation. Graduates in this ·specializa
tion have achieved marked success in professional
practice, in industry, and in education.
In the process of keeping its students informed
of the most recent developments in the w�rld of
commerce, the School has enjoyed the close co
operation of the business community. Hundreds
of executives ,have generously given of their own
time to visit classes, address student groups, and
aid in such projects as the cooperative programs.
Among the other educational innovations de
veloped at the School are the Language Work
shop, which provides the latest audio-visual equip
ment for use in the study of Romance Languages;
the Industrial Psycho,logy specializ,ation,' which
has the distinction of being the first such program
on an undergraduate level in the country; and the
Exchange Program, under which foreign students
are prought to the School and pro,vided with part
time jobs in International Trade, and City College
shidents are' sent abroad for similar study.
Classroom and campus life at the School is con
fined principally to the 16-story building at the
corner of Lexington Avenue and Twenty-third
Street. The building was completed in 1929 and
stands on the site of the-College's original build
ing. Despite this physical limitation, the students
enjoy an extensive extra,curricular program
which encompasses many social and professional
clubs and student publications.
Durino· the pro<Yram renamino- the Scho,ol
in his Honor Mr. Baruch said: "As colleges, go,
this school may not seem impressive. You have no
sizeable endowment fund. Your building is over
shadowed by more imposing office structures all
, around it. You have no campus, unless it be the
sidewalks.
_ "Yet none of these things is the true measure
of either the quality or importance of this institu
tion. The real worth of any sch,;iol is determined
primarily by the calibre of its faculty, and student
body. Few colleges in the country have more
exacting standards."
The 1960's saw the purchase of the student
center. The sixties also saw drastic cuts in the
specialization offerings - the cuts were required
to meet the demands of the association of col
legiate schools of business.
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College Wins Its Independence
(Continued from Page 5)

1

tion, City College Committee held a public hear
ing on the request of the Baruch School for in
dependence.
The Committee heard Professor Levenstein,
Dean Saxe, Professor Levender, Alumni President
Willard Freedman, and many students both E:ve
ning and Day Session speak for their gi:,oups.
Both evening and day session students were
polled on the question. Eve:ding students voted
overwelmingly for separation (over 75% in favor)
426 day students favored separation while 317
favored a improved status· quo (with more auto
nomy) and 277 wanted to move uptown.
In January 1967 David Ashe, Chairman of the
City College Committee visited the scbool, to in
spect the current facilities.
Due to "rumors" that an_upper division plan
was under consideration the Baruch Faculty Task
Force prep�red a special report opposing the sug
gestion for making the Baruch School a two-year 1
upper division ynit.
On February 6 the committee considered the
plan but took no actiol\ February 9 mark�d the·
publication of a 1 letter to, tlfe editor in the New
York Times from Manhattan Borough President
Percy Sutton. Mr. Sutton called Baruch "one of
the best business schools in the country." He
asked that the school be relocated in Harlem to
encourage minority groups to' attend. He claimed
that the school would be truly integrated pecause
peQple would travel into the ghetto to· attend it.
The Middle Sb:1.tes Association report made pub
lic on February 21 said: "The Baruch School has
long had a reputation as a model of what an urban
university may accomplish in providing profes
sional educatioIJ,al opportu,nities in business and
public administration within a metropolitan
settin<Y"
.
The report went on to condemn the phyl:lical
plant and call for quick ac.tion on the separation
question.
0

Upper Division Plan

On Ma).·ch 9, 1967 the City College Committee
made its proposal for an Upper Division School
public. Reaction was quick and strong-a resound
ing rejection.
While it is true that the opinion of any com
mittee of the B. H.E. carries a great deal of weight
and is very rarely public:ly opposed much less over
turned the battle lines were drawn.
The first action came frnm the students - both
Student Councils passed resolutions opposing the
plan. The Faculty acting on the heals of the stu
dents unanimously voted to reject the plan. A
massive-lettey writing,plarrwas conducted - thou
sands of letters I were sent to members of the
Board, public officials and educators. According
to one secretary at ,the Board no issue had ever ,
resulted in as much mail as the Baruch Question.
The quaritlty was so great that no count was kept.
Several major demonstrations were held. On
March 24 declaring that ''The Ashe report belongs
· in the ash can." and "Ashe to Ashes" the students
h,ung the chairman of the City College Committee
in effigy. Later student leaders apologized to

Ms. 4"she pointing out how desperate we were.
On March 30 more than 2000 students staged a
silent funeral march up Third Avenue to the
Board offices. The march was lead by a hearse and
six pall bearers in academic robes. Police officials
on the scene were amazed at the decorum of the
Baruch students.
On the day of the march there was a. full page
ad in the New York Times headlined "SAVE
OUR SCHOOL." The ad was paid for by con
tributions from students, faculty, and alu,.rnni.
The Board scheduled a hearing on the plan for
Tuesday' April 2· - on that Monday the Eivening
Session student body staged a class boycott. The
Day Session' students continued the boycott all day
Tuesday, almost no one went to class including
many faculty members. Students rented buses as
classrooms and set up chairs in the street outside
of the Board offices to hold protest'classes.
At the B.H.E. meeting thirty-six speak;ers, led
by New York City Comptro]er Mario Procochino,
spoke against the Upper Division plan. Business
leaders and politicians joined with students, fac
ulty, administ:r:ators, and alumni to present their
reasons for . not eliminating liberal arts courses
at Baruch.
A New , Report

The board did not act on the plan that night o-r
for the next {our months - finally at the end of
July a special committee was appointed to come
up with a solution which was more exceptable.
,The committee, headed by Francis Keppel, called
in a group, of outsi<;le experts to advise them in
untangling the conflicting 'suggestions.
By September· 29 the special committee was
ready to make the report public, but before it did
they called on faculty members, and representa
tives of the student body and the Alurpni. This
was ·a historic step in the relations between the·
board and the various colleges it controls.
At the October 1967 meeting of the B.H.E. the
Keppel committee report calling for the Bernard
M. Baruch College a four year liberal arts school
with strong business specializations was approved.
The new college was to be located in Downtown
Brooklyn according to the report.
A committee was set up to seek a president for
the ;new school.- The committee held many meet
ings to 1 interview candidates, they met with fac
ulty, students, a:pd alumni to qiscuss the require
ments for· a president.
The Keppel repo,rt was sent to the New Yo.rk
State Board of Regents for final approval. The
regents considered the report for several months.
In the interim period the L.I.U. cpntro,versity
broke. The· L.I.U. Board of Trusties decided to'
close their Brooklyn Center and asked the City
University to take over the physical plant. At its
Febrnary ;m�eting the Board of Regents approved
the independent Baruch College and set up a list
of conduction for the L.I.U. purchase.
Thus the Bernard M 1 Baruch College came into
being. The L.I.U. site was finally rejected in favor
of the Atlantic Terminal Area arld on September
10th the first class in the only new college with
af fifty year tradition will offer its first clfiSS.

New President Is a Hcirvar"d Grad
(Continued fr om ·Page 5)

is an outstanding business school. The job will
be the .grafting of liberal arts courses on to its
old curriculum. We must expand the strengths of
the past to build the college -of the future.'.'
Discussing, the physical plant he said: "We do
need more space. We expect to occupy the RCA
building early in the winter' of 1969. It will give
us a more adequate physical plant, or rather, 'a less
inadecuate physical plant than yve have now."
Dr. Weaver announced that the SEEK program
will be begun this September and as· expected to
grow from then on. Twenty-five ·students will be
admited this September and 100 in February.
Dr. Weaver. holds baccalaureate, masters, and
doctor'al degrees from Harvard University. He
is the recipient of the Spingam Medal and the
Albert Einstein qomm.em0rative Award.
According to Time magazine, Dr. Weaver is a
sybaritic, wholly citifield man who loves Broad
way plays, savors his stereophonic collection of
Liszt and Chopin piano concertos, relishes Italian
food (favorite is sh1imp marinara), sips twelve-

yea_r-old bourbon when he works at home at night.
He dresses in banker-conservative clothing, favors
dark suits and dark Homburgs at the office, a
plum-colored crooking jacket and black leather
slippers at home. When he became HH-F:A direc
tor, Weaver p1:ompty moved into an urban
renewel Washington apartment ("I wanted to put
my money where my mol?th was"), but within a
year put his money into more luxurious accom
modations ($300 a month) on fashionable upper
Connecticut Avenue.
The president's wife Ella is an auburn.haired,
fair-skinned North Carolinian who has a Univer
sity of Michigan master's degree and a North
western University Ph. D. in speech. She did her
undergraduate work, at the Carnegie Tech drama
department from 1929 to 1932 despite an un
written policy that no Negroes were allowed.
Everyone thought she was white - including the
all-white Southern Club of Pittsburgh, which
awarded her at the end of her sophomore year
a scholarship for being the top Dixie-bred student.
(Answers on Page 8)
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The Pl.ans f·or the New Baruch 'Broo
, klyn Campus
Plans to move· the Baruch College to Brook
lyn (the Atlantic Terminal Ft Green area) are
moving along. The Board of Higher Education
has appointed the firm of Gruzen and Partners
as Architects for the project.
Mr. Thompson of Gruzen and Partners told
The Reporter that planning work will begin in
a short time. Meetings between the Architect
and Dr. Weave:r are scheduled for September.
The Architect will meet with ·Dr. Weaver,
the Baruch Faculty,_ and the B.H.E. There are
no plans at president for any meetings with
students on the question.
The site is located at Flatbush and A-flantic
Avenues. It will contain about 17 acres of land
plus air rights over three blocks of Long Island
R�ilroad tracks.
The next year we be spent drawing a Master
Plan for the entire site. Once the plan is ap
proved the Architects begin to draw construc
tion plans.
The City University Campus Development of
fice hold The Reporter to expect at least a four
year delay before construction begins and · to
allow 2 years from the start to the opening of
the ,first building.
Gruzen and Partners are not new to educa
tional planning, much of the desigti. for the'
Stoney Brook �am1;us of the State Univer.sity
are theirs. They have also designed for Rutgers
University on both their maih and Newark
campuses.
The new police headquaters is also their
·,
work.
Mr. Thompson refused to set a time table
for construction sighting the problems in ob
taining the land and planned L.I.R.R. tr'ack
modifications as current unknowns. He did
however say that some information might be
available by the begining of October.

The Ft Green Meat Market (foreground) is sched;
uled to close soon.

Air rights will provide a new home for Baruch.

An Expert on U rvon Problems
,(Continued from Page 7)

Dr. Weaver has been a lecturer at Northwestern
'University, a visiting professor at Teachers Col"
lege, Columbia Univer,sity and at the School of
Education at New York University. He has also
, been Shepard Memorial Lecturer at Ohio State
University, Herman G. James Memorial Lecturer
at University of Ohio, Sidney Hillman Lecturer at
the University of Roclaester, Lorado Taft Lecturer
at the University of Illinois and Godkin Lec
turer at Harvard University.
, The new President is th author of four books:
e
"Negro Labor: A National Problem' '(1946); "The
Negro Ghetto" (1948); "The Urban Complex"
(1964); and "Dilemmas of Urban America," based
on his Godkin Lectures given at Harvard Univer
sity and published in 1965. H e has also written
numerous articles on housing, urban, and minor
ity subjects.
Dr. Weaver was born in Washington D.C. on
December 29, 1907 and is a graduate of Dunbar
High School there. Mrs. Weaver, the former Ella
Haith, is an assistant professor of speech at
Brooklyn College.
He was adviser to Secretary of the Interior
Harold L. Ickes, special assistant to Administrator
Nathan Straus of the Housing Authority, ad
ministrative assi:.tant to Sidney Hillman of the
National Defense Advisory Commission, and direc
tor of egro Manpower Service in the War Man
power Commission during World War II.
In 1944-1945 Dr. Weaver served as executive
secretary to the Mayor's Committee on Race Rela
tions in Chicago, and in 1947-1948 he was a lec
ture,r at Northwestern University in Evanston,
Dlinois. Subsequently, he was visiting professor at
Teachers College of Columbia University and at
the School of Education of New York University.
From 1949-1955 Dr. Weaver directed the Op
portunity Fellowships Program of the John Hay
Whitney Foundation and during 1959 and 1960 he
was consultant to the Ford Foundation.

When Robert Weaver was horn on Dec. 27, 1907,
his parents 1ived in the hipersensitive environ
ment of a' neighborhood in which the Weavers
were one of six Negro families sprinkled among
3,000 white families ih northeast ·washington.
Florence Weaver drummed a rigid code of be
havior into Robert and his older brother, Mortimer
Jr., read to them the poems of ,Tennyson and ·
Longfellow, repeatedly preached that "the way to
offset color prejudice is to be awfully good at
whatever you do." Recalls Robert Weaver, "My
brother Mort was the bright one. I became adept
with my hands." So adept was he that when he
was 16, Weaver was a qualified electrician and

-

set up a profitable summertime business wiring
N egrn h'.omes.
Not until.,the Weaver boys entered Washing
ton's, rigidly segregated public-school system did
they find° themselves in an all-Negro world. The
educational standard was high, however, and he
had no trouble getting into Ha,rvard. His brother,
just graduated (Phi Beta Kappa) from William
College, was also there, taking graduate work in
E'nglish, and when he was refused a room in a
freshman dormitory because he was a Negro, the
brothers took a room off-campus. They decided
to attend law school together. but in 1929 Mo.r
timer died of an unexplained iliness. Life suddenly
took on harder lines for him. "I alwa:vs felt I had
a smart brother, so I didn't have to ao much," he
recalls. "But now I had to say to hell with law
school. Everything depended on me."
In 1955 he went to Albany, New York, as De
puty Commissioner of Housing and later that year
became State Rent Commissioner with cabinet
rank. In 1960 .he became Vice Chairman of the
New York City Housing and -Redevelopment
Board, a three-man body responsible for direction
and administration of the city's urban renewal and
middle-income housing programs.
Dr. Weaver took office as Secretary of the De
partment of Housing and Urban Development in
January 19-66, a post to which he was appointed
by President Lyndon B. Johnson. He had pre
viously been administrator of the U.S. Housing
and Home Finance Agency to which he was ap
pointed by President John F. Kennedy in Feb
ruary 1961.
A Fellow of the American Academy of Art and
Sciences Dr. Weaver is currently a member of the
Board of Trustees of Antioch College, the Board
of Trustees of the College of the Virgin I lands,
the Fine Arts Committee of the University of
Pennsylvania, the Visiting Committee of the Joint
Center for Urban Studies of MIT and Harvard
University, the American Heritage Foundation,
and the Advisory Council of the Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and Intemational Affairs of Prin
ceton University.
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Lerner
Appointments
are
now
available
for
Upper Seniors and
Benton
This column is being run as a service for those students, 221
Tawil Graduate Students inte1'ested in the' cd!lege's Oh'-Campus proboth new cind old who do not know the ccimvus. We hove thcit
222
Benton gram. Intereste d students must register with the Placement
it will helv you tx.ike cidvcintcige of the schools' 1'1ULnY services.
::���� Office, Room 307, Student Center, in order to secure the most
The City of New -¥ork from Van Cortlandt Park to 224
255
Hankin convenient appointments.
Slteepshead Bay is our�Campus. The College building, the "260
Most of the-Interviews are schedl'.\!nn Central Railroad
Berenson,
Stud'ent Center, and om· four· annexes (soon to be five), con
Koh\eriter & Spandoif, C.P,A.
Berenson uled dt1'ring ,the day. No interviews
stitute our Campus. One of your first tasks is to master
Fenton are available for A.A.S. students 22� Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
including
those
who
ar�
graduats
Dyckman
the elevator schedules which are posted on each floor in the 262
,i 1
'.
· Ba�k��! Tr� st
Gorenbero- ing this te1 n1.
main building.
The On-Campus program is a
Hurdman & Cranston
Kindma�
LIBRARIES
E.--R. Squibb & Sons
R h free service pi;ovided by the school.
Sobe·1r::'!n All appoi'ntments are' -made, on 'a '
rhe Libraries are located on the second and third floors 263
Ernst & Ernst, C.P.A.
first
come
first
served
basi
s, there
A ronson & Oresman, C.P.A.
of the main building. They provide a quiet place to study as
ACCOUNTING
fore Evening Students should con 23: Arthur Young & Co., C.P.A., well as business and liberal arts sources. The Library is open U802
tact the placement. office as soon
David Berdon & Co., C.P.A.
·
8100
012
every evening until 10 p.m. and Saturday· 9-a.m. to 1 p.m.
a s possible.
S. D. Leidesdorf, C.P.A.
022 ,·,
The Library has a large IndusHEALTH SERVICE
C.B.S.
Fi7 .·
trial labor File, locate4 in Room
Irving Trust Co. 1
The College physician is available in Room 606, Main .
F27
306 Main Building. The file con 25: LB.M.
building. If you become ill during the evening, you can be 8102
F117
tains information on hundreds of
N.Y.S.
Dept, of Audit &
sure of the best of care. This is one service we hope you 9701
02.
firms, _aq<l, ·go,v'ernment agencies, it
Control
4
is a.Lwais being up-dated by the 28: Sinclair Oil Co.
never need.
9703
4
Placement Office.
:Shell Companies
CURRICULAR GUIDANCE
97,04
2
i..· A ,Group Oi-ien,t!).tion Session ' for
U.S. General Accounting Ofc.
While it is your responsibility to plan your program to 9705
17
student s interested in the On-CamPrice Waterhouse, .C.P.A.
complete all the required courses in the proper order, under 9706
2·
Pl\S program )Viii., be hold Thurs 29: Consolidated Edison
1
day, Clctobei·''10, at 12 noon in
the mies of the Committee on Course and Standing; help is 9707
' Shell Companies
3
Room 4 South,' Main Building.
Richard A. Eisner, C.P.A.
available. Undergraduates who are in need of help should
9711
27
Topic s ,.to be covered include re
Druckman Hill & Co., C.P.A.
report to Room 305, main building, graduate students to the 9712
1
sume construction, the job outlook,
Gertz Dept. Store
Graduate Office.
3
9714
and -interviewing procedures and 30: Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co.,
·
27
9721
techniques. '
·
COUNSELLING AND TESTING
C.P.A.
47
During the meeting a demonstra
U.S. Fedei·al Communications
If you desire an evaluation of your interests and po 9745
9751
013
tion interview will be held by a
Comm.
tentialities, this office in Room 306, Student Center, will give 9755
2
recruter from a large company.
Edward Isaacs & Co., C.P.A:
you an interpretation of tests to provide you with a better Thesis I 01
Any questions you may have con
J.H. Cohn & Co., C.P.A.
Thesi s II 012
ce rning the On-Campus program
understanding of your capabUities.
City of Philadelphia
17
or any other placement service
Chemical Bank N.Y. Trust Co..
He�e, too, you may talk over any difficulties with the
27
will be answered in Room 303.
Burroughs Wellcome & Co.
counselling staff who are trained to help you solve your ·
On-Campus Recruting Schedule NOVEMBER
ADVERTISING
problems.
INSTRUCTOR
COURSE
SECTION
The following is a list of the
1: Matt Jaffe Associates
PLACEMENT
12-0
Berger firm and government agencies who
01
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
If you are looking for a job, the place to go is Room 307,
Berger will send representatives to the
15
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Charlton school and the dates they will be
*17
Student Center (pick up your application form at the recep
Anchin Block & Anchin,
Morris available.
W2
C.P.A.
tion desk in the lobby). This office has both full and part
Kawk o,ate Name of Organization
W27
Alexander's Dept. Store
time jobs in many fields. As with all college services listed 121
Hymes
25
Arthur Ander sen, C.P.A.
in this column there is no charge for the service rendered.
*27
Hymes OCTOBER
U.S. ,Securities & Exchange
47
122
Rabkin 1'0: On-Campus Orientation MeetFINANCIAL AID
Comm.
Simon
3
ing
4: Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
If your budget won't budge, loans and scholarships are 124
Greissman 14: Allied Stores Corp.
25
125
Klein, Hinds & Finke, C.P.A.
available. Information may be obtained in Room 307, Student 128
Graham
4
First National City Bank
I Employers Group of InsurCenter. (Applications which are at the lobby reception desk . 129
Weiss
*15
Associated Hospital Service
ance Companies
Friedman
17
should be filled out before you visit this office.)
of N.Y. (Blue Cross)
Bendix Corp.
N.Y.S. Banking Dept.
Phillips Van Heusen Corp.
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
ADVERTISING
Litton 'Industries'
U.S. Public. Service Comm.
INSTRUCTOR
The City College Store, on the first floor of the Student COURSE SECTION
U.S. Bureau of Domestic &
Western Union
Sacks
27
Center, carries most assigned texts and necessary supplies. 9701
Inte;;ational Business
U.S. Dept. of Housing &
Gatty
3
9720
Souvenirs of the College, greeting cards, records, and a small 9723
J.K. Lasser & Co., C.P.A.
Sacks
· Urban ,Development
2
6: Abraham & Straus
selection of pa1)erback books are available.
Wechsler 15: Simonoff Peyser & Citrin,
9724
47
Gran,et & G�·anet, C.P.A.
At the beginning of each semester, $igma Alpha opens 9725
·,C.P.A.
Ohrba�h's Dept. Store
t7
·a Used Book Exchange, where you may buy and sell used
r
1 ' Chamble
OppenMim, Appel & 'Dixon,
9726'
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��-��
1tdt/;!��books. See the story·on page one for more information about Thesis I 02
,,v: ·,
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the Used Book Exchange.
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Thesis II 02
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, .· ... · :
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LOST AND FOUND
N.Y.S. Insurance Dept.
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Aetna Life Insurance Co.
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&
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l
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. - National -cash Register Co.
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Hill
16
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EATING PLACES
··Saule
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Dangerous Drugs ··
N.Y.S, Dept.. ,�f Taxatfon &.
Two Snack Bars, equipped. with automatic machines,
Printing _Indust ries_,Qf, N.Y.
1
Finance
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·
Meldisco Shoe Co.
are at your disposal on the tenth floor of the main building
United:'Meclical Service (Blue
·02
O'Xtoby-Smith Inc.
and the first floor of the Student Center.
. ShieJd)''
2
Arnerican Can Co.
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the Info rmation Desk in the St11.
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.
dent Center lobby. Students with offices - The Dean of Students,
Metropolitan Life Insurance-1· ,. - '
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special problems and questions can Counselling and Testing, Place Thesis I 02
Co.
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U.S. Internal Revenue Serv.
go to room 307, Student Center for ment, Financial Aid, Veterans, and Thesis II 02
Cities Service Oil Co.
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help. (Al so Professor David Saxe Selective .Service.
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Offices of the Department of mission pass to the Metropolitan concerns of the Department of
Atefat
M2
also
is
available.
Art
of
Museum
Student Personnel Services. Hear
Loeb & Troper, C.P.A.
Student Personnel Services, the
Atefat
M27
the "teaching" - and your learn
Fisher Body Division Reception and Information desks, DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT
Donner
*10
ing - take place outside of the 102
General Motors Corp.
the Snack Bar Lounge and the Col- PERSONNEL SERVICES
Ehrlich
*20
Burroughs Corp.
Most departments of the college classroom. That the main offices
lege Book Store are on the first
Ehrlich
*25
Boy Scouts of America
floor. Applications for all depart- are devoted to specific subject of the Department a re located in
Lapinsky
**17
U.S. Marine Corps.
ment services can be obtained at matter taught in the classroom, the Student Center symbolizes this 217
(Continued on Page 11)
RCA Corp.
and while each and every one is fact.
' the Information Desk.
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN BOO.KS
FROM A COMPL�TE STOCK OF
USED AND NEW·1 TE�TBOG>·KS
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SPECIAL - New T;ype Studio Cards_ for A·I�. Occasions
'
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STORE HOURS

AUG. 26-29
AUG. 1 30
SEPT. 3-6
SEPT. 7
SEPT. 9
SEPT. IQ,: 11
SEPT. 12
SEPT. 13 �
SEPT. 141

9 AM to 9
9 AM to 2
9 AM to 9
10 AM to 4
9 AM to 6
9 AM to 10:30
8' AM 'to I 0:30
9 AM to 7
, 10 AM t.o 4

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Barnes & Noble, Inc,
132 EAST 23rd STREET

(1 FLIGHT UP ON THE CORNER OF LEXINGTON AVENUE)

YOUR MOST COMPLETE BOOK STORE

-J

l\Il
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Instructors list ...

SECTION
COURSE
radios, books, and l'ecord albums
have been awarded in the past.
DaRin
*17b
Why not come in and fill out an
Kraus
*17c
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 9)
41
Mass
*27
have been professional models, ac application TONIGHT? We can't COURSE SECTION
43
INSTRUCTOR
Wechsler
M2
1201
tresses, or performers, are eligible promise that you'll win, but you
ECONOMICS
M4
Wechsler
and need only stop in The Repor will hav e fun trying.
8100
Fl
B
. .1:anco
11
ter office, Room 409, Student Cen- 1-------------.
FINANCE
F2
Ladin
101
ter, and fill out an application.
PUBLICATION NOTICE
·•17
F27
Egand
Kalogeras
20
�You can also pick up an applica
The
Reporter
will publish 9700
17
Studness
?
*20
tion at the Information Desk in
27
Ross
?
*25
the Student Center Lobby.) Once the next issue on Tuesday,
37
B.
Coh
en
Wl
Elliot-Jones
September
10th.
Thereaf
the application is completed we
9701
47
Gujarati
Elliot-Jones
W17
snap a few pictures and subject ter, the paper will publish
9703
1
I. Stone
Kalogeras
**2
160
you to a short painless interview every Monday for the rest
9705
17
Wojtyla
Seligman
**1
161
(both arranged at YOUR con
37
Keat
of
the
term,
except
Septem
Seligman
163b
**4
veruence) and before you know it
17
Lichtenberg
Kalogeras
*'*3
166
ber 23, and December 23, 9707
you ai'e a contestant!
27
Syring
Miss Evening Session will reign 30.'
FINANCE
9710
3
Spiro
dw·ing the 1968-69 school year and
News a n d advertising 9712
27
J. Cohen
Hamburger
U782
will receive many prizes. Items such
37
Damrau 8020
Fl
102
as coats, dresses, jewelry, cameras, copy must be submitted by 9720
9723
?
F2
4
Gujarati
7:30 P.M. Thursday preced
9731
2
?
Guttman
F3
ing the desired publication
9741
Branco
F37
Lichtenberg
1
date.
Deaver 103
4
9750
Ritchin 9711
27
Advertising s p a c e re- 9751
Hane
May 17, 1968
Whitney
3
37
Scherer
2
Ballabon 9714
Dear Mr. Sturm:
4
quests are due 6 days be- 9774
Scherer 104
4'7
First of a11 let me congratulate fore publication. Rates up- Thesis I 01
Thesis II 02
Ladin 106
27
9715
tt
��eT!� on request.
Teck 202
1
9780
P
EDUCATION
of
tems
calendar
the
for
Parks
I
3
casion of the appointment of Dr.
30
Tull
*1
Leontiades
47
Weaver as president of Baruch coming1 • events should be
Seidman
9781
College. It is an excellent issue submitted at least three
6
EDUCATION
Parks
37
and one which will become an his- weeks before the event, but 70671
04
Adams
Zinbarg
9782
1
toric docume nt, I know.
70673
04
Adams
in
case
later
the
no
than
Seligman
·
37
ons
the
on
Beyond congratulati
70676
04
Osbern
Phillips
17
quality of the issue itself, Miss Monday of the week prior 70678
03
Osbern 9783
Zinbarg 9700
47.
MacFarland and I would lilce to to the event.
70680
04
Hammer
Budzeika
47
9784
express our appreciation of the
9702
Adams
70789
3
1,_
____________
,
I
Perez 9703
6
journalistic restraint which you
73706
03
Adams 9785
Howell
17
9704
exercised in consideration of th e
75700
_03
Hammer
Deaver , 9707 /
2
9786
welfare of the college and of your
ENGLISH
Schott 9712
4
(Continued from Page 1)
new president.
Schott 9740
. cience
47
*11
We look forward to working instructor in the Political S
DaRin
Kilsor 9761
2
*21
with you in tbe future. Best wish- Department. Dr. Thomas was
Mass 9187
Howell 9781
1
named Assistant Dean in 1957 and
Wl
es.
Kraus 9791
Howell
5
9793
has been pa.rt of the Baruch adWl7
9782
Cordially,
2
ministration eve�- since. Between
MlTa
Henry D. Paley
Hogarty 9794
���::� 9790
27
MlTb
Director of University 1954 and 1957 he supervised the
Wise
Phillips
4
Public Administration program in
2
1
Relations
Barasch 9797
F. Stone 103
3
theEverung Session. Since 1956 he
2
5
Seigel 9798
·01
Th
e
sis
·1
has headed the graduate program
Ml
Spiegler
in public administration.
Ml7
Spiegl er Thesis II 02
Professo1; Andrew Lavender is
M2a
6
Baskerville
FRENCH
chairman of the English DeaprtM2b
Goldberg
Post
*20
41
ment, Day Session, arid Supervisor
M2c
Cortal e
Post
*25
43
?
of the English Department, Even7
15
Post
Room
*27
71
ing Session, at the Baruch School.
*20a
Ba{·�sch
Post
100 Rece ption area and lobby
*27
88
H e received his B.S.S. at the City
*20b
Da.Rin
101 Bookstore
College in 1936, his M.A. at Colum25
James
FRESHMAN HOURS
104 Snack Bar and Lounge
bia in 1939, and his Ph.D. at New
27
James
'Marks
4
106 Check Room
York University in 1955. He is
*10
Mass
Marks
17
107 Typewriter Room
chairmen of the Committee on Stu*15
Marks
21
108 Reproduction Service
dent Activities, member of the
*17
?
Marks
31
200 Oak Lounge
Committee on Course and StandRubenstein
*25
201 North Lounge
ing and member of the Committee
Block
*2a
GERM�N
202 Staff Lounge
on Discipline. His educational backCla.ny
*2b
*10
41
203 Staff Lounge
ground includes civil engineering,
Barasch
*17a
*10
42
203 Pantry
psychology and in English. His ------------
*15
43
110
204 Pantry
special fields are the Renaissance , dent councils, that there be estab
*15
44
205 Marble Lounge
�hakespeare and twentieth Century lished a special chair in honor of
*15
71
206 Storage
American Literature.
* 15
72
Dean Saxe.
207 Ladies. Lounge
Dr. Lavender is the author of ·President Gallagher, speaking at
*15
73
111
212 Mrs. Lockwood
articles on Shakespeare, aesthetics the close the last meeting of the
301 Mrs. Farrar
HEALTH EDUCATION
and education; he has previous ex faculty of the Baruch School of
302, 3 Dean Newton
*4
peirence as a panelist on radio, and City College
71
- dean has served
127
304 Conference Room
*47
is psychotherapist at the Alfred City College for forty yea.rs and
1'
305 Storage
Adler Mental Health Clinic.
would
be
missed.
HISTORY
129
306 Counselling and Testing
Dr. Lavender is ·on leave of ab
He also urged both student coun
Slotkin 201
*10
306A Sta.ff Office
sence from his post as Secretary cils to work to guarantee the estab
Slotkin
*15
306B Staff Office
of the Baruch School Faculty until lishment of theEmanual Saxe chair
Kriedman 215
*17
306C Staff Office
January. Both he and Dr. Kesten
Feingold
*20
307 Placement and Financial Aid baum intend to continue in their in business.
Dr. Gallagher also told the fac
Hirschborn 220
*10
307A Staff Office
teaching positions while holding ulty that they had 50 yea.rs of
Kri
edman
*15
307B Mrs. Powell
the position of Associate Dean.
glorious history to look back on
Feingold 222
*25
307C Mr. Woloshin
Prof. Kestenbaum has a B.A. as they began the Baruch College.
Feingold
226
*27
307D Mr. Eschwege
from The City College, LL.B. from
Dr. David Newton sta.1ted his
M2
Hirschborn 228
81
er
Brooklyn Law School in 1936, and B.A. degree at Brooklyn College in
�;
M27.
Hirschhorn 303
1939, finishing the degree a.t New
308 Stornge
HUMAN RELATIONS
York University· in 1948, graduat
306
309 Storage
33
Lewinski 324
ing cum !aude. Subse_q11ently, he 601
310 Ladies Lounge
37
Lewinski
received his M.A. and Ph. D. de
311 Carolan Guard - Thea.tron
Greger 327
Wll
grees from New York University,
312 Storage
W15
Greger
the latter in 1959. Dean Newton
313 Lexicon
has been affiliated with the City
S
RANCE
314 Lampo1t Leaders Society N
U803
1 U
College since 1949, attaining the
Lucie
Pi Sigma Epsilon
position of Associate Dean of Stu 185
Rennert
Ml
315 Boosters
dents at the Baruch School in 1962. 280
Lucie U890
17
283
316 1House Plan
He is a member of many learned
401 Men's Lounge
8100
societies and has published in the INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
402 Meeting Room
PersOllJlel and Guidance Journal. 9740
Gold
17
4-03 Meeting Room
In addition, Dean Newton has 9742
Goldmark
4
404 Staff Room
served as a consultant in educa 9743
Grafton
27
405 Storage
tional guidance and group work. 97 46
Ma1tucci
2
406 Pantry
Dr. Newton is active in community 9749
Lekisch
1
407 Music Room
affairs and has participated in pro Thesis I 03
Scherer 9700
408 The Ticker
f essional programs.
Scherer
Thesis
II
03
Dean Andrew Lavender
409 The Reporter
Dr. Jerome B. Cohen received his
410 Central Treasurer
9701
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
B.S.S. from The City College in
an
M.A.
from
N.Y.U.
in
1947.
411 Receptionest
Kean 9702
*15
Dr.Emanuel 1Saxe, who had been 1934, his M.A. from Columbia in 140 ·
Dr. Greger
Flax 9706
25
26, 1935, his Ph.D. also in 1947 from
February
since
Provost
Acting
412 Miss Marks
Schor
27
until the appointment of Provost that Uruversity, Under Professor
413 Storage
Ashendorf 9708
17
Thomas, is Dean of Faculty until Cohen's guidance as Associate 141
414 Ladies Lounge
Judar
1
August 31. He will be on leave of Dean of Graduate Studies, Baruch 146
415 Sigma Alpha
2
Rogers 9710
absence until his return to Baruch Graduate School has grown from a 147
416 Accounting Forum
17
Hoyt
the Spring to teach in the grad small department to one of the 246
in
417 Accounting Society
4
Gonzalez
247
largest
divisions
of
the
college
and·
nt.
e
uate accounting depa1t
418 Student Council ( Day)
H
e
rzog 9713
3
Re ferring to a request, from is now becoming renowned in its 340
419 Inter Club Board - S.C.A.C.
Marjucci
27
341
stu- field throughout the country.
420 Student Council (Evening)· both the day and evening

Miss £S. Contest.

INSTRUCTOR COURSE

Letter to the Ed·itor

i� �1k���1�tt :;

Provost Thomas. . .

. A Guide to the
S·tudent Center
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SECTION

ITALIAN

INSTRUCTOR

*15
*17

LAW

'**3
02
*15
17
·*20
Wl
W2
W17
W27
Mla
Mlb
M2
M17
M27
*10
17
*25
M2
3
37
*47
**15
3
**21

1
2

LAW

37
47

F4

,A
27
3
2
3
-17
47
1
17
4
27

Calafiura
Calafiura
Rothman
Rothman
Duchin
Rothman
Cole
Hechtman
Goffen
Hechtman
Goffen
Heit
Weber
Goldstein
Heit
Lakin
Saxe
Duchin
Cole
Lakin
Holbrook
Amolik
H !brook

i�:7

,Stitt

Stansky
Stansky
Macchiarola
Macchiarola
Orgel
,Asch
Macchiarola
Apolik
Holbrook
Macchiarola
Landau
Landau
·Lein
Raphael
Goldm,an
Stitt

MANAGEMENT
01
02
*10
17
*25
27
Wla
Wlb
W17a
W17b
W27
Mla
Mlb
M2a
M2b
M17a
M17b
M27a.
M27b
*2
3
27
37
*2
27'
47
*17
W3
17
*25
27
*27
W2
*3
37
15
2

3

''*10
**20
**27
*10
'27
1

Sa.yin
Sa.yin
Sa.yin
Cahill
Donohoe
Donohoe
Limb erg
Rubnhe
Limbe1·g
Rubnhe
Ruderman
Napoli
Petillo
Siegel
Zichliv
Napoli
Petillo
Siegel
Zichlen
Sayin
Le'-7ine
Haikichran
Albert
Harris
Metzger
Sa.yin
Bader
Bader
Ja.eobs
Gardner
Schai·er
Gardner
Ruderman
Trinhaus
Trinhaus
Wisdor
Kruszewshi
Athausgiades
Ca.hill
Ca.hill
Cahill
Athanassiades
Kruszwshi
1Bader

MANAGEMENT

****04
****03
*'***05
****02
Fl
F2
F3
Fl7
F27
F37
02
1
27
03
04
04

F3
F4
Fl
F2
F37
2

House
· Liltzman
House
House
Ginsburg
Burger
Kaplan
Ginsberg
Bulger
Kaplan
Bench
Liltzman
Bench
House
Krupp
Leve nstein
L evenstein
Loomba
Weisberger
McMahom
Rivera
Sondak
Lirtzman

(Continued on Page 12)
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Instructors list . . .

(Continued from Page 11 )
COURSE SECTION
INSTRUCTOR
Walsh
4
17
9715
Rich
971 6
4
Stanton
27
Trinkaus
9720
2
Solinger
9721
4
Meyer
9724
47
Meyer
Thesis I 02HR
?
02ME
?
02P
?
Thesis II 02HR
?
\
02ME
?
02P
?
110

112
1 14

210
211

MARKETING
Rosen
01
02
Birns
1'15
Rosen
17
Isserson
*20
_ Mendels
Mendels
27
Arbeit
Wl
Arbeit
W17
Rosen
W27
Ml
Evans
Birns
M2
Evans
M17
*10
Saipher
Rosen
W2
Ml
Isserson
17
Speigel
Wl
Rosman
Speigel
1
Nussbaum
*3
Nussbaum
37
15
Lassman
Berland
*25
Berland
*27
Lassman
**17
Friedlander
*15
Friedman
25
27
Friedman
Geier
4

SECTION
*25
*27

INSTRUCTOR

PHYSICAL EDUCATWN
for women
72
lw
1 7w
for men
2m
3m
27m
37m
for women
lw
73
17w
for men
2m
3m
27m
37m
91

PHYSICS
*lla
llb
*21a
*21b

Balsam
Schiffman
Kahan
Kanstroon

POLITICAL SCIE 'CE
Fischer
*10
1
Fischer
*20
l
Liblit
Wl
Marks
W2
Elberson
Ml
Colville
**10
7
Shaw
**27
Fischer
11
**17
Davidoff
114
**4

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Starr
3
9701
Weisman
9708
1
Rechetnick
2
9710
Bernstein
27
9716
213
Powell
4
9735
219
Levine
3
9740
LAW
Asch
47
9741
312
Ferber
37
9748
Bard
MARKETING
4
9776
Levine
Gath Thesis I 02
U81 2 ****4
Levine,
Powel,
Thesis
II
04
Berenson
U880 ****03
Weisman
Fahn
Fl
8100
I
?
F3
PSYCHOLOGY
Newman
F4
Lefkowitz
1
*l
F17
?
Katz
*17
?
F27
Reichman
*27
Newman
F47
Katz
***Mla
4
9700
Tanofsky
17
Reichman
30
9702
Schulman
47
Katz
:::�17b
Ber�;!��
3
9710
Lefkowitz
55
Copulsky
4
Zalkind
56,,13
Gatty
47
Katz
59 ***10
Copu;;�1J: 180
47
9711
Finkelman
**13
4
9712
Witman
1
9714
PSYCHOLOGY
Hochner U800B
Zeitlin
37
01
Winer 9700
Fekbell
4
9715
02
Bundrew
Podell
37
1
Anderson 9704
Hudesman
4
9716
227
Seidman 9708
27
Zeitlin
40
Roslow 9751
Meulinger
37
37
Seidman 9753
Dryman
2
9717
30
Baranoff
1
Stander
9718
9756
10
?
Ehkenbell
17
4'0
9772
Lang 9781
1
Tanofsity
9719
02
Berger ,
27
Schwa1tz
17
?
Thesis I 02
Zeitlin
37
9784
?
Thesis II 02
Dispenzieri
Thesis I 2a
Lefkowitz
2b
MATERIALS
Dispenzieri
Thesis II 2a
Kornstein
15 I
160
Lefkowitz
2b
MATHEMATICS
REAL ESTATE
Wl
Spector
Schneider 190
51
15
M2
Duchan
Beideiman
25
Ml
Duchan
Goldman
27
52
Wl
Schimmel
Fettne1· 191
2
53
W17
Schwartz
Fettner 193
3
M2
Sandow 299
Oestreich
\ 37
M�7
Sandow
REAL ESTATE
*1
Schwartz
67
27
Fensterstock
Baumstein 9790
Wl
3
Schimmel
W2
Plotkin 9791
Wade
2
9795
Bixler
Ml
17
Lootens
Morris 9799
M2
02
Kahn
Thesis
I
Tobias
M17
Kahn
01
Saide! Thesis II 02
152
RETAILING
Schwa1tz
*17
Eilenberg
W2
Schwartz 130
*20
Corenthal
17
Schwa1tz 134
*25
Rubin
2
Zelvin 137
W2
Tobias
Ml
RETAILING
Tobias
M2
9731
Helfant
10
Tobias
M27
Unger
2
9737
?
02
I
Thesis
ICS
c'
M T"IEMAT
:
?
Ercolano Thesis II 02
47
8000
Gustavson
F447
8167
ECRETARIAL STUDIES
Kelisky 151
Korolenko
9700
20
21
Pactor
11
152
MUSIC
McMahon
11
155
Nallin
*1
lb
Chankin
3
i\��tk:����
4
Braffman
11
Ch��if� 403
*37
Braffman
13
404
405
21
Wettheimer
PHILO OPHY
407
21
Bely
*20
212

Monday, August 26, 1968

TH E R E P O R T E R
COURSE
2b

i!;._;;

:::Si:a

:it

g

COURSE
411
41 3
415
41 7
447
457

41
42
43
44
71
72
83
lb

2b

4

SECTION
11
21
11
21
21
11
11

INSTRUCTOR

O'Dowd
Sakson
Berkowitz
Wertheimer
Bely
Sandry
Sandry

SECTION
37
*47
5b
21
1001 . ***M3

COURSE

INSTRUCTOR COURSE
Servine
Syna
Alexroad
Smith

SECTION
447a
447b
557
*P6
*P30
*P117
*P227
227
337
447
557
*P447
1 17
337
30
447
*P557
117
447
227
447
227
3

INSTRUCTOR

-

STATISTICS
Dumos
la
Dumas 9752
lb
SOCIOLOGY
17a
Lerner 9754
*25
Lerner 9755
17b
Spurling
*27
Spurling
Kwe1·el
*21a
Kwerel 9756
*21b
SPANISH
Kwerel 9757
*27a
Post
*15
Kwerel
*27b
Post 154
*17
**1
Kwerel 9758
Schneider 1 59
*10
Diamond
1
Schneider 358
*20
?
**2
**2
*15
Schneider 450
Temares 9759
Schneider
*25
**27
Temares
*27
Schneider
9760
STATISTICS
Natella
*20
9761
Natelb U821 ****40
*20
9763
Natella U880 ****03
*25
9785
2
8015
Thesis I 1
S?EECH
3
Thesis II 1
227
Syna
*4
447
*11
Burbcgc
TAXATION
01
Burbage 9700
*21
U825 ****
Tarr 9709
6
W2
U835 ****
Mitchell
W4
' 12
17
24
9762
Tarr
W27
Mitchell
9763
27
17
W47
9781
2
Burbage
*1
227
337
9782
Burbaire 9713
*2
013
117
Burbage 9714
13
*3
9783
1
9
Burb:1ge 97
447
024
*4
227
Bu' rbage 9720
24
'
*37
447
Deitrich
9784
013
*2
Sexvine 9722
*3
447
024
Kestenbaum 9723
*21
9785
3
117
*27
Deitrich
37
9787
337
Kurz 9724
*37
9789
227
3
..!I'hesis I 01
Levy 9726
03
i17
Thesis II 012
Kestenbaum 9751\
*2
6
117
Kurz
*3
17
Burbage
17
337
27
15

to · make emergency loans t
meet the needs of Evening Ses
sion students.

Scboltirsbip and Loan, Funds·. . .

(Continued from Page 3)
each year to ·the undergraduate
who writes the best es·say con
tributing to our understanding
of the functions and operation
of the free market.
Memorial
Perlman
3·. Bernard
Award - One $25 U.S. bond
to be awarded annually to a
graduating evening session stu
dent for proficiency in Account
ing or Taxation, as determined
by the Department of Account
ancy.

LOANS
Besides the financial assistance
afforded by scholarships and prizes,
there are also loan funds available
sources being (1) National De
fense Student Loans and (2) the
New York State Higher Education
Assistance Corporation (3) The
Alumni Association.
1. Formerly, aid to students under
the National Defense Education
Act was available only to full
time degree students, however,
an amendment to the original
Act of 1958 has extended this
source to part time degree stu
dents. A part time degree stu
dent is eligible to receive the
same amount as a full time
degree student under this Act
- a maximum of $1,000 per
year.
The principal is repayable at a
3% rate of interest, repayment
commencing nine months after ter
mination of course of study. You
are allowed a period of ten years
and nine months in which to repay
the loan, with a minimum repay
ment requirement of $15 per
month.
Students who expect to teach
in a public or private elementary
or secondary school or in an in
stitution of higher learning may
expect to receive "forgiveness" to
the extent of 50% of the loan.
2. The
ew York State Higher
Education Assistance Corpora
tion makes funds available to
both full time and pa1t time
degree students, undergraduate
and graduate, who may borrow
funds for a
ew York State
bank of their choice, repayable
at 3% interest. The amount of
money available from this
source is dependent on the num
ber of credits in your program;
i.e., the amount available to
pa1t time students will not be
the same as the amount avail
able to full time students.
3.
lumni Loan Fund - The

Alumni Society of the Baruch
School has establishe.d a, loan
fund for undergraduate and
graduate students.
Information on the foregoing
loans and other available sources
may be obtained from the Finan
cial Aid Officer, Room 307, Stu
dent Center.
SMALL LOANS

If you are interested 'in a small
loan to help you through registra
tion blues - to cover the cost of
books and fees the following
'sources are available:
1. Howard C. Green Memorial
Fund - established by, students,
faculty and alumni for Evening
Session students in need of
short loans to cover registra
tion fees and book expenses.
2. Morris Morgenstern · Fund Loans up to $50 repayable at
the end of the semester, avail
able to Evening Session degree
students.
3. Radio Executiv·es Club Fund Established by radio executives

./

INFORMATION
You may receive info1mation• on
these and other funds set up fo
this purpose from the Departmen
of Student Personnel Services in
Room 412, or the Financial Aid of
fice Room 307, both in the Student
Center - and unlike your friend at
Chase Manhattan, your friends at
Bernard Baruch do not cha1-ge in
terest.
The exampl\!S given are only a
few of the many sources - how
can you find out more about th
financial assistance available to
Baruch students - it's as easy
as 1, 2, 3:
1-stop by the Evening Session
Office and pick up a bulletin.
2-familiarize yomself with th
various programs set up for
your benefit and
3-take the time to inquire at tha
appropriate office (indicated in
the bulletin).
The time you invest may pa,<
off in helpful dividends.

IF YOUR, CLASS IS CLOSED
DON'T WORRY - WE ARE OPE·N

•

C:Jle

ALADIN

150 East 23rd St.
We Deliver

GR 5-3870

